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REHAU HERITAGE VERTICAL SLIDING WINDOW
A NEW LEASE OF LIFE





REHAU HERITAGE VERTICAL SLIDING WINDOW
TRADITIONAL DESIGN... MODERN BENEFITS

The REHAU Heritage Vertical Sliding Window system is designed to incorporate all the desirable, 
traditional features of an authentic sash window but with all the additional benefi ts and conveniences 
of modern PVC-U. 

Established in 1948, the REHAU name is synonymous with design innovation and quality of manufacturing.  
This makes the REHAU Heritage Vertical Sliding Windows the most distinctive and authentic-looking PVC-U 
sash window system available on the UK market.

All REHAU products are designed, built and tested to strict REHAU and industry guidelines.



COMPLEMENT THE STYLE OF YOUR HOME



REHAU HERITAGE VERTICAL SLIDING WINDOW
PRESERVING OUR HERITAGE

We know the appearance of your home is very important to you. When considering replacement windows, 
you need to be sure that they will look just right and complement the style of your home. This is particularly 
important if you live in either a period house or a conservation area.

REHAU Heritage Windows have already been approved and installed successfully 
in conservation areas across the UK and the Republic of Ireland. 

They are designed with all the traditional detailing found in period windows, 
such as a deep bottom rail, slim sashes and an optional Georgian bar. Classic 
style brass catches and optional decorative horns replicate the traditional timber 
aesthetics to complete the effect.

REHAU Heritage Vertical Sliding Sash Windows are available in a variety of sizes 
and colours, which means that our windows are suitable for any style of home 

and shape of window. The slim sash is designed specifi cally to replicate the more 
elegant sightlines of traditional wooden windows. Available in a choice of Classic 
White, Soft Cream, Rich Rosewood or Warm Golden Oak.

When you choose sash windows that are designed and fabricated from REHAU 
profi les, quality assurance is guaranteed. Our windows are well-balanced, so they 
won’t stick, jar or slip and cleaning them couldn’t be easier. The built-in tilt feature 
means that you can clean both sides of the window from inside the house.

Classic White Rich RosewoodSoft Cream Warm Golden Oak



REHAU HERITAGE VERTICAL SLIDING WINDOW
AUTHENTICITY WITHOUT COMPROMISE

Give your home the new lease of life that modern PVC-U technology brings to 
the replacement window industry, without sacrifi cing either style or effi ciency. 
The low maintenance of our windows means that you won’t have to spend time 
painting them and, combined with the improved noise reduction levels, you will 
be able to relax in peace and quiet. 

The REHAU Heritage WIndow has also achieved a BFRC energy rating 
of B, resulting in draughts virtually eliminated and your heating bills 
being signifi cantly reduced.  

Skilled craftsmanship ensures the precise fi tting of Vertical Sliding Windows 
with all the nostalgia of a bygone age.

Superbly engineered to demanding standards, REHAU Heritage Windows will 
give your home real style and will last for years and years.

To fi nd out more about the real difference it could make to your home, just 
contact us. We’ll be delighted to give you the benefi t of our advice and help 
you make the right choice for your home.

A traditional look doesn’t have to mean traditional security, far from it. REHAU Heritage Windows boast 
the very latest in security making your home even more secure.
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Our verbal and written application engineering advice is based upon experience and the best of our knowledge. However it is to be regarded as non-binding information. Working conditions and use under conditions for which the product was not intended and over 
which we have no infl uence exclude any claim resulting from our information. We recommend that a suitable check is made as to whether the REHAU product is suitable for the envisaged purpose. Application, use and processing of the products is carried out beyond 
the scope of our control and are therefore carried out exclusively at your own responsibility. If liability should still apply, then this is restricted, in the case of all damage, to the value of the goods supplied by us and used by you.

Our warranty applies to the consistent quality of our products as per our specifi cation and in accordance with our general terms and conditions of delivery and payment. This document is protected by copyright. All rights based on this are reserved. No part of this 
publication may be translated, reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any similar means, electronic or mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise, or stored in a data retrieval system.


